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An 
Introduction 

Cozy Convos™ are quarterly events whose purpose is to provide all ladies a cozy 
environment to have fun and build friendships. But most importantly, talk life, struggles and 
all that is entailed in walking out this journey to be confident, bold and trust God.  

To establish a movement where God can minister to women as He desires �
To remove the masks�
To share stories — Everyone has a story and no one is alone�
To Be Still, Be Obedient, Be Honest, Be Bold and Confident, Be Thankful �
To demonstrate a standard of Godliness that impacts lives in our homes, our church, 
our workplace and our community for Christ �
To provide opportunities for women to maximize their strengths and potential �
To have fun, real discussions, provide environments for accountability and not 
judgment �
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We are redefining the call of Christian women, maximizing our strengths and 
potential while having FUN, REAL discussions, and providing environments for 
accountability and not judgment �MI
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All of Cozy Convos’ events and programs are centered in our strong belief to promote, 
cultivate and sustain Sisterhood. From our quarterly events to community service initiatives 
and social gatherings, Cozy Convos aims to create genuine experiences that embody our 
vision and successfully achieve our goals. 
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In 2010, Dr. G spoke at an event at Stephen F. Austin University. Afterwards many of the 
students wanted to chat with her, so much that they requested Dr. G to speak at another 
event, but this time they asked Dr. G to arrive a few hours early to talk life and other things. 
Based on the success of this event, God put the vision on Dr. G’s heart to begin 
conversations about life and real issues with ladies. During  these chats, Dr. G began to 
notice common topics amongst those unmarried, such as discontent, unhappiness, worry, 
and more negative emotions. Hearing this over and over and obeying what she felt led to 
do, Dr. G decided to host an event that encouraged the ladies who are not married 
WITHOUT the focus on dating or marriage.  
 
The first Cozy Convos was hosted in Dr. G’s home in 2012. The topics of discussion 
ranged from friendship, to fear, to self-worth, to not having a father figure and much more. 
The event was an overwhelming success and was quickly hosted again in Dr. G’s home at 
the ladies’ request.  
 
Realizing the need, potential impact and inevitable growth, Dr. G invited Brianna 
Williams, Savanah Rivera, Tiffany Gant, Livi Stribling and Johnetta Horton to join her on the 
journey to encourage, uplift, and glorify God. Together, these women hosted the first Cozy 
Convos open to the public in October 2013. 
 
Since its first event in 2013, Cozy Convos has hosted three additional quarterly events — 
all focused on a different topics but centered in the core values of the Cozy Convos 
Foundational Scripture: Sisterhood and Communal Strength.  

About Cozy Convos 

Our History 
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� Ecclesiastes 4:9-10 �

9 Two are better than one, because they have a good return for their labor:�
10 If either of them falls down, one can help the other up. But pity anyone who 
falls and has no one to help them up.�
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Here’s a brief overview of each event and topics discussed:  

About Cozy Convos 
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NOVEMBER 19 , 2013�

Pilot Event  
F E B R U A R Y 8 , 2 0 14�

Vision and Back 
to the Basics 

No More Fear 
and Relationships 

It’s All Good 
… B u t . 

J U L Y  1 2 ,  2 0 1 4� DECEMBER 13 , 2014 �
The first event introduced 
40 ladies to the Cozy 
Convos’ Singles ministry 
and its mission to provide 
an open, inviting, non-
judgmental environment to 
have REAL conversations  
for REAL Christian walking 
boldly and serving Christ.  

In this session, Cozy 
Convos asked its ladies to 
evaluate what fear has kept 
them from and what fear 
they’ve overcome. We 
acknowledged that fear 
greatly impacts our lives, 
including relationships with 
God, with others and with 
ourselves.  

As the New Year began, 
the second event focused on 
Vision — specifically one 
given and directed by God. 
And more importantly 
provided tangible tools to 
assist the single women to 
identify their purpose, outline 
goals and accountability 
tactics.  

Cozy Convos closed the 
y ea r w i t h a t h eme 
focused on finding joy, 
praise and reason to be 
grateful despite. We 
know that even a blessed 
life, is filled with burdens 
and some unanswered 
prayers. But because of 
His grace…it’s all good. 

Our Work 
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G o d ’ s  W a y  
Over My Way. 
A P R I L  1 8 ,  2 0 1 5 �
Control, Not Asking for or 
Receiving Help, Pride, 
Competition, Fear of being 
Vulnerable or the Belief  that 
we can do everything — these 
are all Kryptonites of the 
Super Woman complex. 
But  even more, barriers that 
prevent us from fully doing 
Kingdom work according to 
God’s will. 

All events include Small Group Sessions, interactive Workshops, Motivational Speaking, 
Entertainment, Vendor Opportunities, Food and Fun. Full descriptions on the following page.    
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“Cozy Convos allows women the ability to embrace who you are, where 
you are and help you discover what your God-given purpose in life is. In 
my opinion, it is refreshing to meet so many loving women with the same 
purpose in mind. And that is to meet each lady where they are without 
judging, learn practical tools for success all while having fun.” 

-VICKIE ENNIS, returning attendee 
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Within the past year, Cozy Convos has had the pleasure to serve approximately 200 
unique women of varying ages, races, and backgrounds in the DFW. Many of the 
attendees are considered as “First Ladies”, as they were present at the sessions hosted at 
Dr. G’s home. Here’s what one returning attendee had to say about her experiences with 
Cozy Convos: 



About Cozy Convos 
COZY CONVOS STRUCTURE �
An underlying element to Cozy Convos is the structure purposely used to create 
environments that enable genuine and transparent conversations. Cozy Convos has 
developed an event model that combines interactivity, small and large group sessions, live 
entertainment and “homework” to allow the ladies to reflect well after the event is over. No 
matter the specific theme, each event carefully includes each tenet of the Cozy Convos 
model.  

OPENING PRAYER �
Centered on a spiritual focus, we pray that our kingdom work is done  
according to God’s will and used to bless the ladies in attendance. 

SMALL GROUP DISCUSSIONS�
Intimate conversations over a meal that allow the ladies to participate free of judgment and  

transparently share their experiences, opinions and testimonies. Each group is led by a selected  
facilitator (often a First Lady) and together they discuss a series of questions related to the events theme.  

PRAYER REQUEST & CLOSING GROUP PRAYER �
Centered on a spiritual focus, we close every event with the  

opportunity for prayer request to be made known and prayed over.  

SESSION WITH DR. G �
As the event transitions, so does the mood as Dr. G prepares to share the themed  

message. Filled with sincerity, unveiled by transparency and most importantly led by the spirit,  
Dr. G shares words that speak to the hearts, minds and spirits of our ladies. In close, the ladies are given 

“homework” or a challenge to apply the themed message to their personal and spiritual lives.  

GROUP REFLECTION�
True to our mission, Cozy Convos aims to facilitate REAL conversations about REAL topics,  

issues and themes in our ladies lives. By this point in the event, ranges of emotions have been experienced,  
so it’s important that we create an environment free of judgment and emotional barriers.  

GROUP PERFORMANCES 
Each small group is challenged to create an original song, poem, dance or skit incorporating the event’s  

theme and share with the larger group in the “Cozy Convos Showcase”. This an opportunity for our  
ladies to demonstrate their talents, bond with their small group and have great laughs along the way. �

ACTIVITY AND THOUGHT STARTERS�
Icebreakers, dancing, music, conversations and other fun to allow the ladies to  

get comfortable and more willing to participate in the remaining activities.   
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2015 is an exciting year for Cozy Convos, in addition to its quarterly events, Cozy 
Convos looks forward to launch three new exciting opportunities: Cozy Convos Partnership 
with City Square, Cozy Convos three-day retreat and Cozy Convos tour to local churches 
and universities. 
 
COZY CONVOS PARTNERSHIP �
Throughout the year of 2015, Cozy Convos will partner with City Square to provide 
monthly programs, workshops and events to the female neighbors at City Walk. Programs 
will be focused on a variety of interests, such as, professional, educational, physical and 
emotional health, social, fiscal, and of course, spiritual. The beauty and true purpose 
behind this partnership are the built and sustained relationships Cozy Convos’ hopes to 
create amongst the Cozy Convos ladies and the female neighbors at City Walk.  
 
COZY CONVOS RETREAT�
In the fall of 2015, Cozy Convos plans to host its first three-day retreat. The retreat will be 
located at a private resort outside of Austin, making a nice getaway for our ladies as they 
enjoy their extended experience full of rest, reflection, group and personal activities 
community service, faith, and yes, fun!  
  
COZY CONVOS TOUR �
Throughout this journey, many of our ladies have commented, “Wow! I’d love to bring 
Cozy Convos to my church.” or “We need this at my school”. Well, Cozy Convos thinks 
that’s a great idea too and has consciously decided to bring the Cozy Convos experience 
to churches, universities and other communities that have invited us to share. To bring Cozy 
Convos to you, please contact us at CozyConvos@KristenGuillory.com or 214.307.2818 
 
And of course, Cozy Convos is excited to continue to coordinate and provide community 
service opportunities and serve with our beloved ladies during our quarterly events. 
 
 

About Cozy Convos 

Our Work 
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Here’s what some of our First Ladies and others attendees are saying about their 
Cozy Convos experiences: 

About Cozy Convos 

Our Work 

“Each session I have attended has been done with the spirit of 
excellence. The agendas are filled with a powerful guest speaker, mini 
workshops, and tools to encourage you to grow and let you know the 
importance of building your own personal relationship with our Christ 
Jesus.  And please do not let me forget to mention the food is 
scrumptious. I have laughed.  I have cried.  I have danced. I have been 
encouraged. Most of all I have felt God’s presence, love and power.” 

-VICKIE ENNIS, returning attendee 
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Enlightening. Cozy Convos was the avenue I needed to comfortably 
open up about who I am and what I need to work on to be a better 
woman of God.  

-DELECIA RANSOM TE
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I had a wonderful time at Cozy Convos. It was refreshing to be around 
so many beautiful and positive women. 

-VERONICA REED 
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I attended the December 2014 Cozy Convos and it was amazing! I've 
been trying to attend one all year, but couldn't for various reasons. I am 
so glad that I went to the last one of the year. It was very uplifting, 
positive, and encouraged me to move forward to 2015.  

-JESSICA WILLAMS, first time attendee TE
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Y�
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GET INVOLVED WITH COZY  CONVOS 

Bring Cozy Convos to your university, church, 
organization, and more. Contact us for details. EV

EN
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�

Let’s work together. Cozy Convos welcomes partners to  
help support our mission. Sponsor, vendor and donor  
opportunities available. Contact us for details. PA
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Interested in serving more? Cozy Convos has plenty 
of volunteer opportunities. Contact us for details.  
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ABOUT DR. G �
Dr. G, as her students call her, is a gifted speaker, talented 
writer and transparent storyteller who uses her own life 
experiences to help bring out the best in others. Using 
contagious enthusiasm and a touch of humor, Dr. G has a 
life passion to challenge you to release what is holding you 
back so that you can discover all that God has in store for 
you. Her heart is to be a transformation catalyst to ignite 
and inspire people to fulfill their purpose. 
  
A Dallas native, Dr. Guillory began working with youth at the 
age of 15 and since then has created and assisted in 
developing over 60 youth programs. Dr. G expanded her 
work to working with parents, which then led to working with 
women, college students, singles and more. She also has 
extensive experience in social work and human services as a 
program coordinator, administrator, community liaison, 
program director, grant writer and researcher. She earned a 
Ph.D. at 27 and taught first course at 24. 
  
Dr. G is a professor at Abilene Christian University, a 
business owner, a sought after speaker, and is the chair and 
co-founder of the Fabulous Female and North Texas Male 
Expos. Dr. G’s desire is to challenge, encourage, plant seeds, 
and uplift while helping others see and discover the purpose 
God has for them. 
 
In her spare time she enjoys dancing, boxing, comedy shows, 
traveling, and spending time with her family. 
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SERVICES AND SPEAKING TOPICS�
+ SPEAKING 
Target Audience: Women, Youth, College Students, Singles, Parents 
Signature Speaking Topics:  
No Sex in the City | Chivalry is Not Dead | Walk in your Purpose | Stop 
Waiting and Live (Message for Singles) | God is greater than your 
past | Do Something About it or Shut Up | Walking Through the Fog | 
Broken Ankle: Are you Walking on One? | Single is not JV and 
Marriage is Varsity-Single is also Varsity! 
 
Other Topics: Relationships | Purity | Self Worth | Education | Healing | 
Overcoming | How to be a Successful College 
Student 
 
We can also customize topics and programs for your organization.   

+ TRAINING 
Topics include but aren't limited to: Diversity, Leadership, Self Care, 
Volunteer Management, Program Development 
and any Youth Related Topic 

+ PERSONAL/ PROFESSIONAL MENTORING/COACHING 

+ PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT AND CONFERENCE SEMINAR DESIGN 
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AIN
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G�§  Texas Christian 

University (TCU) 
§  Miami University 

Middletown 
§  University of North 

Texas 
§  World Vision 
§  Upward Bound 
§  NAACP 
§  North Texas 

Regional Training 
Conference 

 

§  Let's Get it 
Conference in Ohio 

§  Oak Cliff Bible 
Fellowship 

§  Concord Church 
§  Urban League 
§  Dallas Independent 

School District 
§  Denton ISD 
§  HEB ISD 
§  Fort Worth ISD 
§  ITT Technical 

Institute 

§  Wal-mart 
§  BNSF Railroad 
§  Miami University  
§  Middletown 
§  Black Masters of Business 

Administration  
AS
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§  Dallas Morning 
News 

§  Fox 4 
§  CBS 11 
§  105.7 
§  Heaven 97 
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Facebook.com/DrGSpeaks�
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Chanter Craig is a World Geography teacher at Spruce High School here in Dallas. She truly 
believes that God has put her on this earth to impact the lives of youth, one life at a time. She 
unashamedly admits, that it's exhausting. It's time consuming. It's emotional. It's mentally 
draining. But she cannot and will not trade it for anything.  
 
Chanter, or the “Afroevangelist” is a mentor, involved in her church ministry at OCBF and a 
proud stepper for Christ. Her ministry is two-fold as she often shares at speaking and step 
events.  She is so thankful to be a member of Cozy Convos, as she believes in working with a 
team. And believes that working with powerful team of women to empower other women to be 
the best that we all can be in Christ is an amazing experience worth having. 

Chanter Craig 
Communications      Coordinator �

Cozy Convos is led by a team who together pour their talents, heart for the ministry and love for the Cozy Convos 
ladies into everything they do. Each will tell you how humbled they were to be asked by Dr. G to join her in the 
journey, and even more amazed at how much the ministry has grown and impacted others, themselves and the 
team as a whole. It’s amazing how a love for Christ and strong belief in Sisterhood can bond a group of 
strangers and create a group of women who promote, cultivate and embody: Encouragement, Strength, 
Leadership, Accountability and Love toward others and themselves. 
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MEET THE COZY CONVOS TEAM �

Kevin S. Brigance is the founder of Odyssey Ink, Inc. For the past six years, Kevin has been on 
a mission to engage, equip, and empower individuals to live passionately on purpose. He has 
mentored students in more than 20 schools in the Tarrant County area, inspiring and 
challenging more than 300 students to work towards accomplishing their goals. In addition to 
the work in the schools, Kevin is the Student Pastor at Trinity Harvest Church, a testament to his 
commitment to building young individuals. Kevin enjoys connecting with others and developing 
personal relationships. He accredits his accomplishments to his faith in God and the strong 
support of his wife, Dalena M. Brigance and daughter, Kendall Symone Brigance.  
 
Through his service, Kevin understands that the main catalyst for growth, personally and 
spiritually, comes through developing intentional relationships with others. His passion for 
ministry is demonstrated in supporting the Cozy Convos team and its mission to create 
environments that allows ladies from many different walks of life to engage with one another 
developing relationships that start the process of personal and spiritual growth.  Kevin Brigance 

Communications        Coordinator �



If I Livi Stribling had a mantra, it would go a little something like this...”never overestimate your 
obstacles and never underestimate yourself; for you, my dear, are enough.” These are the 
words that carried Livi through life as being a single mother and young advertising professional.  
 
Livi is a Horned Frog from Texas Christian University, where she served in several civic and 
ethnic organizations and became a proud member of Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, 
Incorporated. Livi is an experienced marketer and recently started her own Marketing and 
Design service, LivToCreate Designs. But above all else, she enjoys the many adventures with 
her daughter, Jaidyn Marie, especially festival hopping, playing at the park and going to the 
movies.  
 
Livi’s heart is demonstrated as a volunteer with the Fabulous Female Expo, her membership at 
Friendship West Baptist Church and through the pro bono design services she provides to 
several non-profits in DFW. She is humbled to serve in Cozy Convos and feels privileged  
to serve with many women to change the conversation about being saved and single,  
promote sisterhood and create deeper relationships with God and ourselves. Livi Stribling 

Team      Manager �

Cherice Hopkins is a native of Oklahoma and is lovingly described as having a quiet 
confidence. Her sweet and encouraging nature allows even strangers to be comfortable in her 
presence. Cherice earned a bachelors degree from Texas Christian University and MBA from 
Columbia College, followed by a law degree from Northwestern. Professionally, Cherice is a 
lawyer by trade and has been an attorney for a fortune 50 company but recently took a step in 
faith to walk in the purpose God has for her. 
 
Being an avid traveler, she has visited 26 countries. She also enjoys ethnic food and thought-
provoking movies and books. Cherice has a passion to work in women’s rights, specifically 
international. Her involvement in Cozy Convos stems from her love for Christ and recognizing 
the importance of Jesus being the foundation in our ministry. Her heart is overjoyed to share with 
women that you don’t have to be ashamed of past hurts and pains.  

Cherice Hopkins 
Logistics    Coordinator �
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Johnetta Horton was born and raised in Gary, Indiana and relocated to Texas in 2005. She 
has a Bachelor’s Degree in Accounting and currently is a professional auditor. Anyone who 
knows Johnetta would describe her as adventurous and fun loving. She loves to travel, has great 
passion for food (she’s a self proclaimed foodie) coffee and football fanatic. And truly enjoys 
spending time with family and friends.  
  
When it comes to ministry, Johnetta, has always had a heart for women and children 
particularly from impoverished backgrounds. She is a big sister and mentor in the Big Brothers 
Big Sisters organization. And proudly serves in Cozy Convos because it allows her the 
opportunity to assist in empowering, supporting, and motivating women who are just like her, to 
walk in their purpose and build them up to believe they are who God says they are. 

Johnetta Horton 
Special Events Director �
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Tamara Charmaine Taylor is first-year blogger and a fitness advocate. She obtained her 
undergraduate degree from Texas Christian University and her MBA, with an Accounting 
concentration, from Dallas Baptist University. Immediately upon graduating from DBU, Tamara 
knew that she was called to do more. She actively began to pursue her passion and was 
accepted to Dallas Baptist’s Professional Life Coaching program where she is presently pursuing 
her certification.  
 
Tamara loves working with people and sharing her story with others. Her personal motto is 
“your ‘been through’ could be someone’s breakthrough” which is why she is believes 
transparency in her blog posts is necessary. Tamara is an Internal Auditor at Bell Helicopter, an 
Independent Distributor for AdvoCare, and currently opened the C.H.A.R.M.E.D. Alliance, the 
whole person community through her blog ‘Little Bits of Charm’. She is grateful for her family 
and friends, a proud member of Delta Sigma Theta Sorority Inc., loves working out, and is 
excited about all God has in store for the future.  Tamara Taylor 

Special Events      Coordinator �


